Particle ltering (also known as the condensation algorithm) has been widely applied to model-based human motion capture. However, the number of particles required for the algorithm to work increases exponentially with the dimensionality of the model. In order to alleviate this computational explosion, we propose a two-level hierarchical framework. At the coarse level, the conguration space is discretized into large partitions and a suboptimal estimation is calculated. At the ne level, new particles in the vicinity of the suboptimal estimation are created using a more likely and narrow conguration space, allowing the original coarse estimate to be rened more eciently.
Introduction
Model-based analysis-by-synthesis is the dominating methodology in markerless human motion capture.
Three general approaches exist for estimating the human posture by generating possible pose congurations from a 3D articulated human model. Continuous methods use optimized algorithms to search for a global [1] or local [2, 3, 4, 5] estimation of the pose conguration. Stochastic methods such as particle ltering [6, 7] , Markov Chain Monte Carlo [8] and Belief Propagation [9, 10, 11] adopt the sampling technique to search the conguration space of human postures. Hybrid methods [12] combines both the optimization and stochastic sampling to search for a global estimates of the human posture. In our work, we consider a model-based 3D human motion capture using particle lters.
Particle ltering has proved to be an eective and robust technique for contour tracking [13, 14, 15] .
However, the application of particle ltering to markerless human motion capture, suers from the so called curse of dimensionality. That is, in particle ltering, the number of particles required to efciently represent the state density increases exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom of the conguration space. One eective way to reduce the number of particles is based on the idea of Simulated Annealing [16, 17] . Other methods include: 1) adding constrains to the kinematics and to the human movements, as done in [18] ; 2) imposing strong motion priors to constrain the search space by learning the motion model [19, 20] ; and 3) hierarchically constrain possible conguration states using the observed poses of specic body parts, such as hands, face, torso, etc. [21, 22, 23] .
In this work, we address the problem of dimensionality and the associated computational complexity by
proposing an ecient coarse-to-ne framework using monocular image sequences. The rest of this paper 978-1-4244-2775-8/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our hierarchical particle ltering. Next, we provide preliminary results using monocular image sequence in Section 3.
Future work and nal conclusion are given in Section 4 and 5 respectively.
2 Two Level Hierarchical Particle Filter
As we mentioned above, the major drawback in particle ltering when applied to human motion capture resides in the enormous amount of particles required to achieve good results. In order to reduce the number of particles, we proposed a hierarchical framework characterized by two distinct levels: coarse and ne. At the coarse level, we discretize the conguration space using a small and nite number of par- 
Fine Level
Quantization of the Conguration Space
Let the number of dimensions of the conguration state X be h, and δ i denote the quantization step for
partitions. This indicates that possible conguration states will be greatly reduced. In our work, the step size δ i was determined using the statistics of the human motion from a training sequence that is, the variance in angular values between consecutive frames.
At the coarse level, the target conguration state X is estimated at each time t from a set of N particles
(1) where s j denotes a possible conguration state and π j the associated likelihood. The set of particles S N (t) is chosen using proportionality of weights by binary subdivision [13] . The new set of particles, S N (t + 1), is predicted using the following rst order dynamic model [24] : sj(t + 1) = sj(t) + A X(t) − X(t − 1) + Bω (2) where X(t) is the optimal estimation of the conguration state X at time t. Each element in the diagonal matrix A is set experimentally to a constant value of 0.2. Each element in the second diagonal matrix B is set to the quantization step δ i . Finally, ω is a vector of independent random numbers drawn from a standard normal distribution.
Likelihood Function
For each new particle generated by equation (2), a likelihood function is required in order to measure the similarity between the associated conguration state and the human pose as observed in the image.
As described in [16] , one could combine edge and region features to form such likelihood function, which starts with a silhouette extraction algorithm we developed in [25] . That is, given a silhouette image That is:
where g m denotes the value of the gradient map at the m th sample point corresponding to a point on the projection the human contour, and r n denotes the value of the foreground pixel at the n th sample point corresponding to a point inside the same projected 
Suboptimal Estimation of Conguration States
The term suboptimal means that the estimation of the target conguration state at the coarse level is only a rough one. However, we expect this suboptimal estimate to be suciently accurate to initiate the search at the ne level. Moreover, this suboptimal estimate could constrain the future search in the most likely discrete conguration partitions. In a consequence, the algorithm could avoid computations on those unlikely partitions. In our work, we assume the suboptimal estimate X c as the conguration state with the maximum weight. That is Xc(t + 1) = sj(t + 1)
where s j (t + 1) is the predicted conguration state and π j (t + 1) is the associated weight using likelihood function (3)
Fine Level
Given the suboptimal estimation X c , the second level of our algorithm, the ne level, samples a second set of particles in the vicinity of X c . 
where ω is a vector of independent standard random variables similarly to the one mentioned for the coarse level. Also similar to the coarse level, D is a diagonal matrix with elements equal to the quantization step. As for the estimate of the conguration state, the ne level weights the new set of particles using the likelihood function (3). Finally, the optimal estimation for the target conguration state X is obtained by a bottom-up aggregation as will be described in the following section 2.3.
Bottom-up Aggregation of State Estimations
For the purpose of simplicity, we will discard the time step from equations in this section. Instead of using eq (4) to generate the nal optimal estimate, we pro- We break the h dimensional conguration state y j of the whole human model into n decoupled body
where p j,k corresponds to one body part for j th conguration state.
L(k) denotes the associated number of joints for k th body part . We also build the likelihood for j th conguration state of body part λj = (λj1, ..., λjn)
Therefore, the optimal estimation X of the target conguration state X will be the aggregation of individual estimates from n body parts
Experiments
The software was implemented in Matlab. Since the estimation of human posture from single view is restrictive to specic class of human motion, we used 330 frames of Combo_2 sequences in HumanEva-I Dataset [27] . The pose estimation of selective image frames are shown in Figure 5 . In the second experiment, we compare the averages of precision and recall using proposed algorithm and Condensation algorithm. The result is shown in Table 2 .
# of Particles
We also compare likelihood of the optimal estimates between our proposed algorithm and Condensation algorithm. We use dierent number of parti- We showed that our work required less number of particles to achieve higher accuracy than the original condensation algorithm.
